Tennis Match Results
UIC vs Northern Kentucky
2/11/2023 at Crestview Hills, KY
(Five Seasons Sports Club)

UIC 4, Northern Kentucky 3

Singles competition
1. Brandon Ponomarew (NKUM) def. Pelle Strandberg (UIC) 7-5, 2-6, 6-3
2. Aleksa Bucan (UIC) def. Tom Berry (NKUM) 7-6, 6-3
3. Jai Vallurupalli (UIC) def. Bartosz Losiak (NKUM) 4-6, 7-6 (4-0), 7-5
4. Miroslav Cvetan (UIC) def. Josef Zapletal (NKUM) 7-6 (6-0), 3-6, 6-2
5. Gustavo Schwebel (UIC) def. Santiago Casamayor (NKUM) 6-3, 6-7 (0-10), 6-3
6. Emilio Bravo (NKUM) def. Luiz Dos Santos (UIC) 6-4, 6-7 (0-3), 6-1

1. Bartosz Losiak/Josef Zapletal (NKUM) def. Miroslav Cvetan/Gustavo Schwebel (UIC) 7-5
2. Artem Iermolov/Pelle Strandberg (UIC) def. Santiago Casamayor/Emilio Bravo (NKUM) 6-3
3. Brandon Ponomarew/Tom Berry (NKUM) def. Aleksa Bucan/Jai Vallurupalli (UIC) 6-4

Match Notes:
UIC 4-5
Northern Kentucky 5-4
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (2,1,5,4,6,3)